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La Salle University
One Hundred and Fifty-Third Year

Commencement
Two Thousand Sixteen
Undergraduate Commencement Exercises
Sunday, May 22, 2016
Stephen T. Zarrilli, Chairman, La Salle University Board of Trustees, Presiding

PROCEDENTIAL (Pomp and Circumstance)* ................................................................. EDWARD ELGAR
INVOCATION* .................................................................................................................. Rahsaan Elijah Simmonds
NATIONAL ANTHEM* ..................................................................................................... FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER ................................................................. James E. Moore, Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
A GRADUATE SPEAKS ................................................................................................. Molly Ann Mahon
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE ...................................................................... Colleen M. Hanyecz, Ph.D.
President
PRESENTATION OF LINDBACK AWARD ...................................................................... Brian A. Goldstein, Ph.D.
Provost
(The Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Award is presented for Distinguished Teaching)
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES ............................................................................... Brian A. Goldstein, Ph.D.
Provost

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nutrition
Bachelor of Science in Public Health
Bachelor of Science
Kathleen Czekanski, Ph.D., RN, CNE
Dean, School of Nursing and Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Bachelor of Arts
Gary A. Giamartino, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Business

Bachelor of Social Work
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Arts
Associate in Arts
Thomas A. Keagy, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Arts and Sciences

*The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, Invocation, National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in place until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE ............................................................... Colleen M. Hanycz, Ph.D.
              President
ALUMNI INDUCTION .......................................................................................... AmyLynn V. Flood, CPA
              Alumni Association President
REMARKS ............................................................................................................. Colleen M. Hanycz, Ph.D.
              President
CLOSING PRAYER* .............................................................................................. Kara Anne Kowalski
ALMA MATER ....................................................................................................... DANIEL J. RODDEN
RECESSIONAL (Trumpet Voluntary) ....................................................................... JOHN STANLEY

Musicians: Crosstown Brass Quintet  Vocalists: Mohamed Magdy Abdallah, Kyla S. Carden, Laura Cilia, Brother
Edward Hofmann, Molly Ann Mahon, Maura Jean McKenna,
Aiyana Livingston Pellegrino, Suzanne Angela Ramsahai,
Nichelle Christine Short, Alan Wendell

National Anthem

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
Oh, say, can you see,
By the dawn’s early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars,
ThrO’ the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched,
Were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare,
The bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled
Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free
And the home of the brave?
— Francis Scott Key

Alma Mater

GLORY LA SALLE
Above Explorers valiant,
Here under thine eyes,
Thy blue and gold banners
Unfurl 'neath the skies!

Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!

Thy sons and daughters standing
Await thy command,
Thou fortress of faith
In our God and our land!

Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!

— Daniel J. Rodden

*The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, Invocation, National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in place until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
Honorary Degree Recipient

Presented by

Stephen T. Zarrilli
President and Chief Executive Officer, Safeguard Sciences, Inc.

William R. Sautter, CPA
Doctor of Humane Letters

William R. Sautter, CPA is the immediate past Chairman of the Board of Trustees of La Salle University, having completed his term in July 2015. A University Trustee for over a decade, Sautter is currently the President and CEO of Elliott-Lewis Corp., a role he has held since 1986. Elliott-Lewis is a 100-plus-year-old, Philadelphia-based heating, air conditioning, mechanical contracting, and facilities service company with corporate offices in Northeast Philadelphia and additional offices in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Florida.

A graduate from La Salle University in 1971, Sautter was awarded the Michael A. DeAngelis Award for Excellence in Accounting in 1987, and was the 2002 recipient of the University’s Leadership Award. In 2005, he was honored with the City of Hope “Spirit of Life” Award. received the International Business Achievement Award from Beta Gamma Sigma in 2008, and the following year, the American Red Cross honored him as its 2009 Citizen of the Year.

He serves on the boards of directors of Elliott-Lewis Corporation, Independence Blue Cross, and Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation. Sautter is also a former member of the board of directors of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. He is a member of the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Born in Philadelphia, Pa., Sautter is a graduate of Father Judge High School, and has been presented with the school’s Outstanding Graduate Award.

Sautter resides in Rosemont, Pa., with his wife, Claire. They have two daughters, Maureen and Michelle, and four grandchildren, Allison, Michael, Ryan, and Will.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Ghaneeah M. Abdul-Wali
Samantha Aly
Brooke Augusta Attanasi
Deena Baby
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Barry
Teresa Lynn Faulk Bartkewich
Jamie Lynn Benfield
Jessica Marie Bermudez
Emma Betulia
Jacqueline Nicole Blackwood
Georgian Blake
Maureen Ann Boile
Mark Niel L. Bomban
Rebecca Book
Kaitlin Leigh Brody
Monique R. Brooks
Bridge J. Brophy
Ashley Marie Brown
Mandy Brown
Patricia A. Brown
Sean P. Bucby
Kathleen Elizabeth Bueschen
Amy Hazel Campbell
Taliba L. Campbell
Francis J. Cantwell
Trang Cao
Brita Lynn Caporale
Kristen May Caraker
Arlisha Jessica Caraway
Erica Christine Cataline
Cara Marie Cianci
Grace Jaylee Clarke
Christina M. Cleaver
Nicolette Marie Colleluori
Karlene Sheema Copeland
Christine M. Corcoran
Carly Cotton
Candice Marie Coverdale
Sharon M. Cruz
Marleah Olivia Cummins
Karlene Nicole D’Alessandro
Tiffany Davie
Sarah DeBold
Andrea DeLise
Francesca Marie DelliGatti
Nicolette Del Perco
Catherine L. DeSimone
Desiree Alessandra DeVeau
Maryrose Dugan
Bianna Ashley Dworniczak
Dayla Elizeer
Malcolm Ennels
Mary Grace Reyta Estampa
Dorcas Oluwatoyin Fabode
Samantha C. Fabrizio
Mary Catherine Fannon
Julia Mary Filomeno
Kaitlyn Marie Flaherty
Doriann S. Fletcher
Rose Foley
Dennis Ford

Kelly Kristine Forys
Maura K. Fox
Brendan Padraic Galvin
Natalie Corey Gamble-Lamprey
Elizabeth Thérèse Garvey
Genevieve Alexis Gaynor
Emily D. Goepfrich
Erica Gorman
Nina Marie Griswold
Caitlin Elizabeth Hacker
Dustin Hall
Jalia Henshaw Harris
Ché Henshaw-Smith
Lauren Elaine Hepkin
Ashley M. Hinton
Zakia Hunter
Pamela S. Iannello
Allie M. Jackson
Jillian Johannes
John Patrick Gabriel Jonas, Jr.
Zikiyaa Khaleelah Jones
Nicole Ann Jordan
Lisa Joseph
Andrea M. Juronis
Joseph K. Kannadan
Amanpreet Kaur
Danielle Nicole Kehr
Anna Margaret Kelly
Lindsey Marie Knowles
Melissa Kosmorsky
Laura Elizabeth Kuhlmeier
Sheree Lang
Alessia Kline Lantz
Gabrielle C. LaSerre
Nelida Lebron
James Christopher Lennon
Joanna Lipniarska
Kellie Elizabeth Lockwood
Rebecca L. Long
Rebecca Michelle Lorello
Molly Ann Mahon
Kristen Anne Maiale
Gina Marie Malia
Kara Ferry Mark
Kelley Marie Marlow
Kelsey Grace Marshall
Stephen Thomas McGady
Michelle Marie McGinty
Megan Alicia McLaughlin
Kerri A. McQuiggin
Molly Michele McVan
John A. Meehan
Kristina Marie Migaleddi
Dena Mignogna
Bethany M. Milano
Latoya Mohammed
Chelsea Alena Mongan
Quadzhia Moore-Smith
Nicole Estelle Motta
Ronald Moyer, Jr.
Tracey M. Mulhern

Ayibapreye Shauntelle Nanakumo
Natalie Ann Nederostek
Symphony Morgan Neely
Vi H. Nguyen
Erin Elizabeth Noga
Megan Anelia Obermeier
Edward Ellsworth O’Brien IV
Martin O’Donnell
Patricia C. O’Herron
Christina Elizabeth Olenik
Morgan Elizabeth O’Neill
Charlene R. Orfe
Hanna Oros
Natalie June Osea
Barbara Lynn Pables
Rashidah Patterson
Whitney Ernestine Payne
Valencia Janelle Pelzer
Roselinda Perez
Sheena A. Perez
April Zebedra Ilona Perrimon-Mills
Gianna Kathleen Pettrilli
Elizabeth Philip
Zachary M. Polmouncer
Dominique Marine Ponce
Sarah Maryann Powell
Brooke Pstrag
Jaime N. Quinn
Stephen C. Ray
Katelyn E. Recktenwald
Jillian Kyle Rieker
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Riley
Crystal Rios
Patricia Robertson
Janine Rodriguez
Julia Rodriguez
Linda A. Russomanno
Claudine Salasto
Ramata Samasa
Rosalind Samantha
Jessica L. Sanders
Kassidy Lyn Schmidt
Marlene Schmitt
Ivan Earl Scott
Melissa Verme Scott
Amanda Louise Semilia
Shannon Shields
Annamaria Silva
Ashley M. Singer
Allison Elaine Smith
Jaron Isaac Smith
Jes Daulton Smith
Jennifer Souder
Kathryn I. Staelens
Mary Theresa Strickland
Cynthia S. Strouse
Mujeebat Ibroneke Suleiman
Mary Kathleen Sullivan
Dana M. Suters
Moira Eliza Sweeney
Mary Elizabeth Templeton
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (Continued)

Solomon Gassim Thiam
Jessica Thistle
Victoria Ann Torres
Margot Tovia
Kader Traoré
Tuyen My Truong
Meaghan Moira Vaslow
Josefina Vega
Yamslee Vega
Therese Anne Olivar Vivas
Nicolette Lori Vorauer
Carolyn Ward
Kathryn Ann Watkins
Indie Shawnai Weatherspoon
Wendy Leigh Wesley
Susan Mary White
Regina Whortenberry
Sameerah Tari Williams
Amina Catherine Wilson
Sophia N. Wright
Gianna Zamorano
Xue Yan Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION

Katherine A. Barbeck
Maurin Brown
Simone Juliette Church
Cassandra Scoto DiCesare
Sarah Elizabeth Finn
Sara Fries
Michelle R. Giacometti
Dahlia Kai Gordon
Collin Gunsenhouser
Kelsey Ruth Jenkinson
Erin C. Laverty
Sarah Kuila Jolette Lumbo
Brittany McCauley
Holly Janelle Michaels
Bethany Ann Miller
Janica Erin Miller
Angelica Sara Mussa
Ashley Lynn Netter
Enos Joseph Otto
Deborah Perisho
Brittany Porro
Jeanette Seda
Trinique Mykel Stallings
Lachanda Keterah Stith
Daniella Toto
Brittany S. Wallace
Sierra Worst
Taylor M. Yoder
Lauren Zanikos

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH

Chikenye Akpunonu
Rachel Altobell
Alena Bardlavens
Dominique Ann Blackwell
Tianna Kyla Cabrera
Marlon Humberto Carbajal
Mariah A. Carpenter
Gina Marie Cashman
Ashley Elizabeth Clement
Sal Ederon Convento
Taylor Anne Delacruz Cristobal
Chiyene Deal
Katherine Delorbe
Amina Ahmed Elsayed
Paolo Cesare Gambaro
Brianna Allyn Gayfer
Jaclyn Anna Gibbons
Gianna C. Harris-Campbell
Lane M. Hindman
Dennia Janeva James
Shakeerah Basheerah Johnson
Monica Nicole Kain
John Jack Karolczyk
Hadea Deborah King
Pauline Uyen Phuong Lam
Susan Ngoc Le
Meagan Catherine Loughmane
Alison-Anne Martin
Atira Michelle McCormick
Shawn Mearig
Ngoc H. Nguyen
Mheridee Olpindo
Jillian Grace Papa
Vivian Verónica Rivera-Marcelino
Theresa M. Russo
Kristina Marie Santiago
Salima Shah
John T. Strecker
Matthew A. Swain
Lilly Aretha Tkacz
Shalia Louise Wallace
Melissa Sue Yacubovich

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Joseph Charles Maximilian Harvey
Laura Hernandez
Kendra Lynn Heyer
Samantha Gina Jackson
Jack A. Khebzou
Victoria Jade Krzywonos
Katelyn Elizabeth Lavin
Megan Elyse Leonard
Alycia Lynn McCarrick
Bridgette T. McCoy
Amanda Taylor McDonald
Kaylie Shannon McNally
Patrick Stephen Mintzer, Jr.
Phoebe Kane Mullen
Kristina M. Nelson
Jillian Elizabeth Ranck
Casey Lynn Riley
Claude Hodabalo Tehatala
My B. Truong
Kelly Renee White
Christi-Marie Williamson
Kelsey Patricia Yaiser
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Gary A. Giamartino, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Zachary Aaron
Mohammed Hassan Almarshadi
Abdulrahman Mohammmed
Almusallam
AliAnoud Aloabid
Sondos Nasser Al-zurayer
James Joseph Andrews
James Anthony Appello
Angela Apsis
Jennifer Fernandez Aramboles
Na’Aisa Ausley
Mariya Avramenko
Huseyin Can Aygun
Sviatlana Babok
Tanya Rachelle Baird
Dorian Charles Ballough
Radda Barasheva
Ian Michael Barnhill
Stephen Edward Bielic
Edward Richard Bloh, Jr.
Joseph Boyle
Nicholas J. Boyle
Lauren K. Bradley
Monica Elizabeth Bradley
Richard P. Brazukas, Jr.
Arthur Patrick Brennan
Maureen Katherine Briggs
Terese Mary Briggs
Marquis Alan Brown
Angela Bacolo
Allison Burnett
Felix Martin Caballero
Daniel A. Callahan
Brian Capano
Matthew David Cardin
Juliana Carfagno
Kelsey Anne Celline
Wolf Teddy Civil
Julia Marie Clifton
Megan A. Coleman
Andrew Boehm Connors
Tamisha Cooper
Michael D. Cosenza
Sarah Craig
Diana Marie Cruz
Zachary Michael Curiel
Melissa Rose D’Angelo
Jeanette Daniels
Marissa Melo Da Silva
Jyema W. Davis
Taylor Rosemary Desy
Tyler Devlin
James J. DiCicco
Christine Elizabeth DiPaolo
John Patrick Dooley
Eamon Robert Duffy
Tyler Duffy
Timothy A. Durkin V
Gina T. Edwards
Serpih Ekiz
Thomas Michael England
Katelyn Rose Erhard
Laury Coronado Espinosa
Bruce Anthony Evans
Katelyn Elizabeth Fay
Thomas Paul Fazzini, Jr.
Michael Flax
James David Dwyer Fonda
Tatiana S. Fonville
Collin Carder Ford
Harry S. Forst, Jr.
Corey Daniel Frost
Abdoulaye Gakou
Kailee Garbin
Joseph Samuel Gaspero
Alexandra Grace Gelovich
Kirk Genfi
Travis M. George
Leonela German
Betsee Getachew
Rebecca Catherine Gilbert
Nicholas J. Giordano
Maura Glemser
Sara Golosky
Natalie E. Gonzalez
Shane Ford Gottlieb
Timothy James Greenfield
Thomas B. Grogan
Mark J. Hantley
Paige Haviland
Michelle Nicole Healy
Brendan Thomas Hoff
Christopher John Hoffman
Mark E. Holland III
Kent B. Horsley
Justin Hughes
Luis Marcelo Irias
Christina Marie Jacobs
Marian Dorothy Jenkins
Taylor Joseph Jeronis
Cameron J. Johnson
Michael Johnson
Anna-Sofia L. Jonsson
Brianne Christine Kakareka
Raymond Vincent Kalivis
Koumbaanga Kaminosoko
Larysia Anne Kazik
Meghan Joan Kelly
Mollie Elizabeth Kennedy
Megan Ryan Keough
Matthew Evan Richard King
Kristina F. Kinkade
Michael James Kirk
Alexander Komarov
Michael F. Kowalski
Nicholas James Krol
Gregory T. Krug
Steven Jack Kueny-Rongione
Hao Tuong Lam
Nari Thi Lam
Pamalena Larkins
Matthew La Sala
Christian M. Laufer
Erika Alicia Lawrence
Mason Matthew Leavey
William Philip Leitner
Melissa Lemut
Calvin Serge Alexandre Lesperance
Stephen M. Lewandowski
Natalie Elizabeth Lewicki
Olajuwon Tyree Lewis
Shalin Li
Peter Joseph Li joi
James M. Logan
Meghan Longshore
Edward R. Lubinski, Jr.
Karen Machin
Tiffany Nicole Maiorano
Thomas James Malinowski
Rosemarie Elizabeth Malunis
Libera Manzino
Sergio Antonio Mata
Fernando M. Matos
Jared Joseph Mattera
Daniel Timothy Matthews
Kevin A. Maxwell
Samantha Marie Maye
Mary Theresa McClain
Jillian Paige McCoy
David McCrushed, Jr.
Brianna Quinn McDer
Nicholas Francis McGloin
Michael McGrath
Patrick J. McLaughlin
Jordan Francis Meyer
Ramona Adele Elizabeth Milburn
Hayley Flossie Miles
Timothy Henry Miller
Kaleb Christian Morales
Kody Christopher Morales
Gianni A. Morgan
Onesimus Morrison
Vincent Paul Mowad
Tyler Jacob Much
Olivia J Mulholland
Kevin Andrew Murray
Kerry Elizabeth Newby
Daniel Patrick Nielsen
Caitlin Faith O’Malley
Colleen Marie O’Neill
Genesi Ortega
Bianca Ortiz
Antonio T. Palmer
Angela Jeanai Parker
Patricia A. Parker
Alexis Parks
Vaibhav C. Patel
Donald James Paxton
Dallas Scott Penny
Nicole Marie Percetti
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)

Kelly Lynn Perillo
Cody Savedy Pich
Toby Samedy Pich
Anthony Pomplii III
Michael Post
John M. Prajzner, Jr.
Angel Junior Quiles
Kelly Marie Quinn
Shawn Patrick Ralston
Joseph Eugene Ravert
Luke James Reilly
Miguel Louis Guvarra Reyes
Brendan William Robertson
Kyle M. Roller
Janysa Joanne Nicole Rosario
Johan Gustav Röth
Thomas Maxwell Rymdeika
Tytiana Monet Sadler-Churn
James Joseph Santore
Joshua Michael Savakinus
John Robert Schall
Joseph R. Schickling
Brian Schlemitzauer
Stephen Michael Schober
Amanda Grace Schwarz
Joseph P. Scott
Mary Catherine Scott
Ryan Patrick Sees
Mustafa Sezikli
Toshita Sharon
Sean Patrick Sheridan
Yulia Nova Siedarta
Mima Silva
Rahsaan Elijah Simmonds
Matthew Simpson
James C. Smart
Fatoumata B. Sow
Jason B. Spieker
Ethan Springston
Brett Jefferson Steiner
Alec Payne Stewart
Gary James Stinson
Victor Joseph Stott III
Joseph Patrick Sullivan
Brian P. Taylor
Charles Owen Taylor III
Robin Thomas
Tayla Lee Toros
Christopher Trimble
Amy Ann Trinh
Amir M. Tucker
William J. Turner V
Michael Varricchio
Justin Joise Varughese
Melissa Damaris Velez
Nicholas D. Viscuso
Joanna Nguyen Vo
Brendan Volkomer
Mary-Elizabeth Voss
Amara Bene Wagner
Noah Wagstaff
Ebony Yvette Wells
Jacob Danly Wendell
Brett Whitehouse
Latoya Whitney
Michael C. Wisleley
Austin Brian Wolfe
William R. Worswick
Anthony Joseph Wydan
Ke Qiang Ye
Michael D. Young
Anthony W. Zalaf
Christopher T. Zier
Oksana Zitser
Abby Marie Zweigle

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Lisa M. Jones
David M. Kerns
Tanya Boniswa King
Angelica Lenora Kreider
Colin Daniel McCollick
Chris Murphy
Justin Kenneth Pooser
Heather Procaccino
Ryan J. Smith
Amy Tarara Taber
Joseph Raymond Tepper, Jr.
Kevin Thorne
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Thomas A. Keagy, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Euphemia Alugbhe
Nekisha Sykes Ammons
Elizabeth G. Andrews
Nicole Bevan
Ashley M. Bolmer
Jordan Lee Brewer
Mahria Anne Burge
Laura K. Convey
Kya Alexis Crafton
Shauna L. Egan
Jasmine Sara Gons
Humphrey Garvey Jones III
Georgina Gabriela Guzman Lopez
Erin Kathleen McLaughlin
Laura Marie Painter
Jasmine Patterson
Rebecca Petit-Frere
Lisa Richardson
Caitlyn M. Roberts
Vanessa Rodriguez
Aniyia Williams
Tamika J. Winns
Eurica Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Aisha Abuhanak
David Diaz Adames
Rizijesmae Aldana
Austin Edward Anderson
Felicia Bandos
Troy Bellettririe
Giuliana Giuseppina Berardi
George Bigley
Robert Paul Briggs III
Robert N. Brown
Zachary T. Brown
Merlana Buenafior
Maria de los Angeles Rivera
Cartagena
Daniel Allen Caya
David M. Charzynski
Alexandria Cheatham
Bianca M. Chiarolanza
Joseph Ciavardone
Ryan Joseph Conway
Christina Marie Cotellese
Alex Cruz
Krystal M. Cruz
Jermaine Deshawn Davis
Nicholas Anthony DiGregorio
Eric S. Donaldson
Tevin Edwards
Althea Eleanor Escorce
Weston Fahey
Joseph Farrell
Patrick Foley
John Forrest
Austin Gregory Gallagher
Charles J. Gimpel
Joseph F. Gottschalk
Gabriella Marie Gronczewski
Danilo E. Luceno Hernandez
Brittany Alise Hughes
Ammiel Hundley
Safiya D. Joseph
Arleen R. Juca
Karmel Kayed
Colman Kennedy
Malika L. Keys
Kyu Hwan Lee
Steven A. Lopes
Trans Olpindo Lualhati
Nicholas Manini
Destiny Lee Marquez
Karen McFadden
Collin Keane McGowan
Thomas J. McGowan
Laura Coletta McHugh
Elliott A. Miles
Kerianne Morozin
Parnett Nal
Christine Nguyen
Sean Paul Nieves
Andrew Novak
James O'Neill
Arjun Patel
Julia Stephanie Paulus
Eriola Perlaku
Joseph Anthony Purul IV
Cierra Quintana
Katherine Ortega Ramos
Talisha Marie Ravenell
Matthew Ren
Renat Roytenberg
Samson Thomas Sam
Maria Elizabeth Scalfaro
Christian R. Schill
James C. Schuck
Casandra Lynne Schwartz
Nicelle Christine Short
Kodie William Stem
Howard Ellsworth Stickley IV
Matthew R. Strecker
Sarah Drucilla Thompson
Syeda Misbah Tirmizi
Jendy Van
Christina Vay
Victoria Sheena Vilus
Andrea Vizzachero
Justin F. Weinberger
Gregory Wesley Wright
Ennis Xhepa
Patrick Young
Eda Zyka

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mohamed Magdy Abdallah
Bayyanah Abdul-Aziz
Rhode Diaz Adames
Lauren Agliira
Olukemi Ajaiyeoba
Samuel Kwaku Okyere Akosah, Jr.
Nae-Quesha Chardineal Ai-Malik
Jose Almonte
Euphemia Alugbhe
Leonardo Alvarez
John Kwadwo Amankwah
Rebecca Amoako-Atta
Mark Amorosi
Frankie Andriola
Kwaku Atua Ankama-Asamoah
Yemima Arbouet
Kimberly M. Arnold
Yasmin Alaa Attia
James K. Aumack, Jr.
Lurie V. Austin-Forney
Michelle Ayala
Noor Mehak Kaur Badechha
Caitlyn E. Baker
Christopher A. Ballintyn
Denton Yves Ballough
Marylissa Barbosa
Kathryn Barry
Jillian Mary Bashore
Kathleen Mary Bauer
John Patrick Baxter
Ashley Marie Beal
Alanna Benedetto
Catherine Corbitt Bolte
Tonia J. Bottino-Kornegay
Ariana Branford-Williams
Sean Bray
Michael Brown
Samuel Brown
Timothy Brubaker
Meghara Lynne Bunch
Craig V. Burdulis, Jr.
Brian Adam Burgos
BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)

Joseph Burns
Yosiris Caba-Reyes
Jonathan Ryan Cabreral
Gloria Jeanine Cabrera
Adam Nathaniel Callaghan
D'angelo L. Cameron
Taylor Sharnae Cammon
Tiffany Rose Capoferri
Gabrielle Christine Cappelli
Kyla S. Carden
Quaris Deon Carter
Michael Sean Casey
Timothy Coleman Cauley
Briana N. Chappelle
Zakiyyah Chase
Paul Anthony Cillo III
Emily Clark
John William Clark
Nikia Clark
Daniel Clement-Ruiz
Carly Jayde Cohen
Jeanine T. Cohill
Conor Murray Coleman
Barbara M. Colón
Joshua Edward Colton-Byrd
Deanna Amelia Compton
Kaitlyn Convilles
Michael Philip Cooney
Kevin Enrique Cordero
Alexis Marie Corey
Kaitlyn Leigh Corson
Janet Y. Cosby
Dario M. Costa
Kimaya Sabree Coursey
Valentina Maria Cracchiolo
John Tyler Crites
Ruth Enid Berenguer Cruz
Ashlee Nicole D’Amato
Kayla M. Daniels
Mary Catharine Davis
Danielle Del Rossi
Bianca Michelle Desamour
Adriana Elizabeth Diaz
Andrew John Di Nardo
Liliana Diplan
Kaylin Dolan
Nicole P. Donnelly
Arturo Dorado, Jr.
Ashley Elizabeth Dowlou
Nicholas Edison Doyle
N’Dai Kai Duguë
Lauren Eastburn
Keisha Maria Suero Eddie
Cameron Edling
Heather Eileen Engle
Alexandra McCann Erick
Deidre Ann Etim
Savannah Marie Fader
Daniel Patrick Farrell
De-Sean Alexander Fennell
Karina Evelyn Ferreira
Hunter E. Filippo
Antonella Filippuzzi-Barcelona
James Robert Finelli, Jr.
Michael Anthony Fiore
Brendon John Fisher
Ryan James Fitzgerald
Timothy J. Flanagan
Anthony Fleet, Jr.
Mark W. Fleming
Kaitlin Maxwell Fonte
Willem Emitt Foster
Ali Nicole Fuchs
Nicholas Louis Gabriele
Jessica L. Gambescia
Jazzmyn Alexis Gamble
Joshua Eric Garcia
Lyndse Samantha Garcia
Marlee Donovan Geiger
Max Gerefsky
Kaitlyn Getzinger
Brooklynn Tyler Giancaterino
Sarah Josephine Glynn
Taylor Gonooue
Andrea Lynn Grabenstein
Kelley Elizabeth Grady
Kyle Jared Lamar Green
Gregory A. Greene
Jordan T. Greene
Alexander Gregorich
Christian John Gregory
Amandeep Grewal
Grace Elizabeth Griffaton
Samirah Riggins Gross
Alyssa Guastavino
Angeline P. Gwein
Shawn Haak Jr.
Allison Bailey Hable
Dylan Stone Haley
Thomas Christopher Hall
Anthony Michael Hamel
Courtmi Harper
Tyler Austin Harper
Craig A. Harris
Robert Schkur Harris
Myra Vyette Hawkins
Zoli Heft
Alexis Erin Henderson
Gregory Henry
Eriu Christina Herman
Karyn Ann Hosack
Buren Hour
Yammoniack Hour
Christina Marie Humphreys
Timothy Daniel Hutton
Alexandra Irvin
Kibibi Antoinette Irving
Isiaah Deion James
Tenesha O. Jenkins
Cecile Johnson
Onika Carrine Johnson
Cora Elizabeth Jones
Gracie Joy
Terry B. Juliano Jr.
Jessika Diane Kagan
Justin T. Kaluza
Jenna Marie Kane
Michaín J. Kelly
Laura Ann Klineburger
Kara Anne Kowalski
Erik Kwachi
Norman B. LaBell
Nadia Denise LaFrance
Nicholas Lanza
Leira Perez Laracuente
Colleen Larkin
Joanna Rose Lawler
Adrianna Lear
Kellie Lynn Lee
Sierra Michelle Lewis
Minzi Li
Thomas Slayton Lodico
Christie Lomas
Taj Malik Lomax-Jones
Trix Lora
Alyssa Marie Mallamaci
Kiana Alejandra Maria
Taylor Nicole Mason
Marissa Yolanda MaZZa
Robert J. McCole
Kayla Arleen McCouch
Brandi McFarland
Maura Jean McKenna
Christine A. McLaughlin
Daniel Joseph McLoone
Rachel Michelle McMahon
Justin C. McNabb
Kirra Louise Meertens
Peter Christopher Megoulas
Melissa Mendez
Giahaa Mesoraca
Alexander Miller
Laurie Catherine Miller
John A. Mills
Santa Rodriguez Minaya
Damaris Montano
Rachelle Delores Morgan
Caitlin Elizabeth Moser
Naja Muhammad
Kelly Laura Mulderrig
Shea Catherine Mullooly
Robert Davis Newell, Jr.
Kari Nicole Nickels
Jeanene S. Nieves
Melanie Nieves
Alessandra M. Negro
Anthony Nigro, Jr.
Nicholas D. Noce
Nidra S. Nuñez
Abigail Ann O’Donnell
Matthew W. O’Hanlon
Dustin T. Orner
Kimberly Ortiz-Cabal
Brianna Kathleen Ottinger
Tiffani P. Owens
Sarah Pacha
Ishell Marie Liu Pacheco
Alex Palma
Nicholas Pascale
BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)

Nicole Paynter
Aiyana Livingston Pellegrino
Liliana Carolina Pena-Valdez
Brittni Marie Perez
Isaac Jerome Perry III
Kanysha Elaine Phillips
Kristen Marie Phillips
Sean Michael Phillips
Erica Lynn Piazza
Ashley Charlene Pineda
Thomas A. Pinkl
Jamie Michelle Pino
Alfred James Plewes
Camila Inmaculada Polanco
Neftaly Polanco
Rebecca Elizabeth Polisi
Ronald C. Poole, Jr.
Bryan Charles Powers
Timothy Michael Presser
Nicole Przybylinski
Suzanne Angela Ramsahai
Erica Amy Reis
Nicole Pereira Reis
Zachary J. Renitsky
William Anthony Repetto
Robert James Rex
Kaitlyn Rose Reyes
Brendan M. Rios
Alfredo Armando Rico
Daniela C. Rosario
Joel Mark Rousseau
Yoluybeth Simaray Rujano-Rincones
Brooke Elizabeth Sales
Sylvia M. Sameko
Brendan Sampson
Matinae Sami
Michael C. Santeramo
Christian Xavier Santiago
Dominic Emilio Santilli
Gabrielle Louise Sarlo
Rachael Schwind
Ashenafi T. Sebahatu
Demetria Grace Shipe
Brittney Angelina Simon
Imani B. Singleton
Carneita N. Slaughter
Sade Alexis Smith
Kevin Smyrl
Giyanna Marie Sola
Veronica Lopez Soriano
Nicholas David Stahl
Michael Stephen Stein
Rachael Leigh Steinway-D’Ostilio
Jacklyn Elise Strafece
Michael James Sullivan
Cody Earl Swan
Victoria Marie Szyszko
Odile Ta
Ida Beraki Teklu
Braxton R. Thorn
Diera Gayle Maria Thornton

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS

Tyler Barclay Jones
Fatima Lopez-Martinez
Deborah Luciano
Xiomaraliz Baez Marengo
Grace Mejia
Diana L. Molina
Isaia N. Mateo Montalvo
Maybet Nieves
Sharon Ochoa
Lucy A. Pement
Frabry Peralta-Torres
Jarlina Yssel Perez
Javier Polanco
Kimberly Elizabeth Polanco
Dorys Nellys Reyes

James Titterton
Lisa Marie Toledo
Evelyn Torres
Alejandro Torano
Britanny Truskowski
Jed I. Umegbolu
Emily Anne Vasey
Genesis N. Velázquez-Ferrer
Gabriela Alejandra Ventura
Christina Maria Vessels
Paul R. Vidas, Jr.
Christine Marie Vollrath
William Allen Vonick
Alisson Elizabeth Waddington
Christian E. Waits
Ryan Patrick Walsh
Nicole Marie Warrick
Nora Watson
Dean M. Welsh
Marie Celeste Wheatley
Katie Ruth Wherley
Shannon White
Brittani Williams
Mark Christopher Wilson
Joyce D. Wilson-Roberts
Yu Ho Wong
Tahirah Mashae Woolridge
Richard S. Young
Marissa Lorene Youngs
Destree Zirkel

Yesinette Morales Acevedo
Oscarina Almonte-Espinal
Ahzyris Sayrelias Gibbs Arias
Ronard Jaquez Baez
Otoniel Castro
Ana Ureña Collado
Vanessa Rodriguez Custodio
Lourdes Diaz
Nicole Diaz
Julio Angel Hernandez Feliciano
Ana Karina Fernández
Eddie Garro-Garcia
Virginia Gomez
Yalisa Maria Jimenez Herrera
Miguel Rosario Jerez

Ana Rodriguez
Dariana Torres Rodriguez
Gloris E. Rivas Rodriguez
Nikauris Rosa
Yarlys M. Polanco Rosario
Yenilin Sanchez
Jamilleto Soto
Cristina Mercedes Suarez
Carlos Tavarez
Jose Rivas Tejada
Yeison Omar Beato Tineo
Katie Emma Toczylowski
Brailyn A. Vargas
Julia A. De Jesus Ynfante
ACADEMIC HONORS

SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE

Georgian Blake
Maureen Ann Bole
Kaitlin Leigh Brody
Monique R. Brooks
Ashley Marie Brown
Christina M. Cleaver

Sarah DeBold
Desirée Alessandra DeVeau
Samantha C. Fabrizio
Mary Catherine Fannon
Anna Margaret Kelly
Melissa Kosmorsky

Kelley Marie Marlow
Barbara Lynn Pables
Linda A. Russomanno
Amanda Louise Semilia
Shannon Shields
Kathryn Ann Watkins

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Megan Elizabeth Barry
Rebecca Book
Amy Hazel Campbell
Kristen Nicole D’Alessandro
Nicolette Del Percio
Maryrose Dugan
Julia Mary Filomeno
Kaitlyn Mary Flaherty

Brendan Pudraic Galvin
Ashley M. Hinton
Rebecca L. Long
Kara Ferry Mark
Kerri A. McQuiggan
Molly Michele McVan
Chelsea Alena Mongan
Ronald Moyer, Jr.

Marlene Schmitt
Jennifer Souder
Kathryn I. Staelens
Margot Tovia
Therese Anne Olivar Vivas
Xue Yan Zhang

CUM LAUDE

Samantha Aly
Jacqueline Nicole Blackwood
Mandy Brown
Karlene Sheena Copeland
Christine M. Corcoran
Sharon M. Cruz
Mary Grace Reyta Estampa
Nina Marie Griswold
Dustin Hall
Jalia Henshaw Harris
Danielle Nicole Kehl

Kellie Elizabeth Lockwood
Rebecca Michelle Lorello
Kristen Anne Maiale
Quaddriah Moore-Smith
Martin O’Donnell
Patricia C. O’Herron
Natalie June Osea
Sarah Maryann Powell
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Riley
Patricia Robertson
Ramata Samasa

Kassidy Lyn Schmidt
Annamaria Silva
Mary Theresa Strickland
Tuyen My Truong
Meaghan Moira Vaslow
Yamslee Vega
Nicolette Lori Vorauer
Susan Mary White
Sophia N. Wright
Gianna Zamorano
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Holly Janelle Michaels
Jenica Erin Miller
Lauren Zanikos

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelsey Ruth Jenkinson

CUM LAUDE
Dahlia Kai Gordon
Sierra Worst

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Amina Ahmed Elsayed

CUM LAUDE
Gianna C. Harris-Campbell
Monica Nicole Kain
Jillian Grace Papa
Theresa M. Russo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Kaitlyn Jo-Ann Adams
Anne Briskey
Mary Katherine Connelly
Samantha Rae Corradetti
Sarah Teresa Godley
Kendra Lynn Heyer
Amanda Taylor McDonald
Phoebe Kane Mullen

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jill Marie DiFebbo
Colleen M. Eldon
Alycia Lynn McCarrick
Kaylie Shannon McNally
Jillian Elizabeth Ranck
Kelly Renee White
Christi-Marie Williamson
Kelsey Patricia Yaiser

CUM LAUDE
Sara Dundas
Megan Elyse Leonard
Bridgette T. McCoy
My B. Truong
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE

Radda Barasheva
Edward Richard Blob, Jr.
Megan A. Coleman
Taylor Rosemary Desy
Paige Haviland
Hao Tuong Lam

Melissa Lemut
Meghan Longshore
Samantha Marie Maye
Jillian Paige McCoy
Brianna Quinn McDyer
Hayley Flossie Miles

Kerry Elizabeth Newby
Matthew Simpson
William J. Turner V
William R. Worswick
Oksana Zitser

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Sviatlana Babok
Michael D. Cosenza
Sarah Craig
Serpil Ekiz
Michael Flax
Nicholas J. Giordano
Michelle Nicole Healy
Marian Dorothy Jenkins

Anna-Sofia L. Jonsson
Laryssa Anne Kazik
Alexander Komarov
Gregory T. Krug
Thomas James Malinowski
Alexis Parks
Vaibhav C. Patel
Donald James Paxton

Kelly Lynn Perillo
Angel Junior Quiles
Shawn Patrick Ralston
Joseph Eugene Ravert
Joseph P. Scott
Ebony Yvette Wells
Anthony Joseph Wydan
Christopher T. Zier

CUM LAUDE

Na’Aisa Ausley
Monica Elizabeth Bradley
Allison Burnett
Diana Marie Cruz
Zachary Michael Curl
Thomas Michael England
Kailee Garbin
Joseph Samuel Gaspero
Shane Ford Gottlieb

Christina Marie Jacobs
Erika Alicia Lawrence
William Philip Leitner
Natalie Elizabeth Lewicki
Libera Mancino
Jared Joseph Mattera
Olivia J Mulholland
Bianca Ortiz
Anthony Pompilii III

Janysa Joanne Nicole Rosario
James Joseph Santore
Brett Jefferson Steiner
Brian P. Taylor
Amy Ann Trinh
Mary-Elizabeth Voss
Jacob Danly Wendell
Brett Whitehouse

BACHELOR OF ARTS

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE

Liza Dankulich
Donata Maria Davenport
Lisa M. Jones
Amy Tarara Taber

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Brendon Joseph Foisy
Justin Kenneth Pooser
Heather Procaccino

CUM LAUDE

Alexander V. Gillespie
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Mahria Anne Burge
Laura Marie Painter

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shauna L. Egan

CUM LAUDE
Jordan Lee Brewer
Laura K. Convey
Jasmine Sara Goins
Erin Kathleen McLaughlin
Aniyia Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Ryan Joseph Conway
Christina Marie Cotellese
John Forrest
Nicholas Manini
Destiny Lee Marquez
Karen McFadden
Laura Colella McHugh
Arjun Patel
James C. Schuck
Kodie William Stem

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Austin Edward Anderson
Giuliana Giuseppina Berardi
Krystal M. Cruz
Nicholas Anthony DiGregorio
Joseph F. Gottschalk
Colman Kennedy
Samson Thomas Sam

CUM LAUDE
Felicia Bandos
Troy Bellettirie
Robert Paul Briggs III
Merlana Buenafior
Althea Eleanor Escore
Danilo E. Luceno Hernandez
Safya D. Joseph
Collin Keane McGowan
Thomas J. McGowan
Katherine Ortega Ramos
Renat Roytenberg
Howard Ellsworth Sticklely IV
Christina Vay
Gregory Wesley Wright
BACHELOR OF ARTS

MAXIMA CUM LAUDE

Lauren Aglira
Yasmin Alaa Atta
Meghera Lynne Bunch
Craig V. Burdulis, Jr.
Zakiyyah Chase
Paul Anthony Cillo III
Alexis Marie Corey
Mary Catharine Davis
Nicolle P. Donnelly

Heather Eileen Engle
Antonella Filippuzzi-Barcelona
Michael Anthony Fiore
Anthony Fleet, Jr.
Vanmonrick Hour
Gracie Joy
Joanna Rose Lawler
Maura Jean McKenna
Christine A. McLaughlin

Sean Michael Phillips
Neftaly Polanco
Timothy Michael Presser
William Anthony Repetto
Robert James Rex
Yoluybeth Simaray Rujano-Rincones
Gabrielle Louise Sarlo
Genesis N. Velázquez-Ferrer
Allison Elizabeth Waddington

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Rebecca Armoako-Atta
Mark Amorosi
Christopher A. Ballintyn
Kathryn Barry
Kathleen Mary Bauer
Catherine Corbitt Bolte
Michael Brown
Kevin Enrique Cordero
Janet Y. Cosby
Bianca Michelle Desamour
Adriana Elizabeth Diaz
N'Dia Kai Dugué

Grace Elizabeth Griffaton
Erin Christina Herman
Karyn Ann Hosack
Cora Elizabeth Jones
Alyssa Marie Mallamaci
Daniel Joseph McLoone
Rachelle Delores Morgan
Caitlin Elizabeth Moser
Brianna Kathleen Ottinger
Kristen Marie Phillips
Erica Lynn Piazza
Camila Inmaculada Polanco

Bryan Charles Powers
Demetria Grace Shipe
Rachael Leigh Steinway-D’Ostilio
Odile Ta
Alejandro Toruno
Brittany Truskowski
Christina Maria Vessels
Christine Marie Vollrath
Dean M. Welsh
Mark Christopher Wilson

CUM LAUDE

Mohamed Magdy Abdallah
Yemima Arbouet
Noor Mehak Kaur Badechha
Caitlyn E. Baker
Denton Yves Ballough
Jillian Mary Bashore
Samuel Brown
Tiffany Rose Capoferri
Emily Clark
Nikia Clark
Connor Murray Coleman
Michael Philip Cooney
Kaitlyn Leigh Corson
John Tyler Crits
Ruth Enid Berenguer Cruz
Danielle Del Rossi
Ashley Elizabeth Dowlou

Lauren Eastburn
Timothy J. Flanagan
Willem Emitt Foster
Ali Nicole Fuchs
Lynese Samantha Garcia
Kelley Elizabeth Grady
Kyle Jared Lamarr Green
Gregory A. Greene
Alyssa Guastavino
Allison Bailey Hable
Dylan Stone Haley
Anthony Michael Hamel
Craig A. Harris
Alexis Erin Henderson
Justin T. Kaluza
Leira Pérez Laracuente
Marissa Yolanda Mazza

Justin C. McNabb
Kirra Louise Meertens
Alex Palma
Nicole Paynter
Aiyana Livingston Pellegrino
Thomas A. Pinkl
Suzanne Angela Ramsahai
Brendan M. Rigney
Brendan Sample
Carmelita N. Slaughter
Jacklyn Elise Straface
Victoria Marie Szyszko
Braxton R. Thorn
Christian E. Waite
Nicole Marie Warrick
Nora Watson
GENERAL UNIVERSITY HONORS

The students whose names appear below have satisfied the requirements specified by the University for graduation with the distinction of "General University Honors."

Austin Edward Anderson
Yasmin Alaa Attia
Caitlyn E. Baker
John Patrick Baxter
Giuliana Giuseppina Berardi
Robert Paul Briggs III
Michael Brown
Meghna Lynne Bunch
Craig V. Burdulis, Jr.
Paul Anthony Cillo III
Conor Murray Coleman
Christina Marie Cotellese
Danielle Del Rossi
Jill Marie DiFebbo
Nicholas Anthony DiGregorio
Joseph Farrell
Antonella Filipuzzi-Barcelona
Austin Gregory Gallagher
Kelley Elizabeth Grady
Gracie Joy
Justin T. Kaluza
Joanna Rose Lawler
Melissa Lemut
Destiny Lee Marquez
Christine A. McLaughlin
John A. Mills
Dustin T. Orner
Timothy Michael Presser
William Anthony Repetto
Renat Roytenberg
Brendan Sample
Gabrielle Louise Sarlo
Matthew Simpson
Jes Daulton Smith
Rachael Leigh Steinway-D’Ostilio
Kodie William Stern
Howard Ellsworth Stickley IV
Charles Owen Taylor III
Brittany Truskowski
Dean M. Welsh
Jacob Danly Wendell
Anthony Joseph Wydan

The list of Honors recipients is tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required. Honors should appear on diplomas of eligible undergraduates. Undergraduate students eligible for Honors whose diplomas do not bear the appropriate notation should return the diplomas to the Registrar’s Office within two weeks. Honors will be added and diplomas mailed.
ACADEMIC PROGRAM AWARD WINNERS

SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

BSN (Day)  
BSN-Achieve (Evening)  
Communication Sciences & Disorders  
Nutrition  
Public Health

Ashley Marie Brown  
Sarah DeBold  
Phoebe Kane Mullen  
Kelsey Ruth Jenkinson  
Amina Ahmed Elsayed

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Accounting  
Business Administration  
Business Systems & Analytics  
Finance  
Management & Leadership  
Marketing  
Organizational Leadership

Megan A. Coleman  
Christopher T. Zier  
Vincent Paul Mowad  
Matthew Simpson  
Nicholas J. Giordano  
Samantha Marie Maye  
Donata Maria Davenport

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

American Studies  
Art History  
Biology  
Chemistry/Biochemistry  
Communication  
Computer Science  
Criminal Justice  
Digital Arts & Multimedia Design  
Early Elementary & Special Education  
Economics  
English  
Environmental Science  
German  
History  
Information Technology  
Integrated Science, Business, & Technology  
Mathematics  
Mid-Level & Special Education  
Philosophy  
Political Science  
Psychology  
Religion  
Secondary Education  
Social Work  
Sociology  
Spanish

Erin Christina Herman  
Bianca Michelle Desamour  
Destiny Lee Marez  
Nicholas Anthony DiGregorio  
Allison Elizabeth Waddington  
Howard Ellsworth Stickley IV  
Zakiyyah Chase  
Yemina Arbouet  
Maura Jean McKenna  
Rebecca Amoako-Atta  
Christine A. McLaughlin  
Karen McFadden  
John Patrick Baxter  
Craig V. Burdulis, Jr.  
Yanmonirack Hour  
Ryan Joseph Conway  
Austin Edward Anderson  
Nicolle P. Donnelly  
Meghera Lynne Bunch  
Michael Anthony Fiore  
Gabrielle Louise Sarlo  
Paul Anthony Cillo III  
Timothy Michael Presser  
Erin Kathleen McLaughlin  
Rachael Leigh Steinway-D’Ostilio  
Willem Emitt Foster
STUDENT AWARD WINNERS

DENNIS DOUGHERTY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
(Fraternity and Sorority Service and Leadership)
Terese Mary Briggs

JAMES A. FINNEGAN MEMORIAL AWARD
(Judeo-Christian Ideals of Social Justice, Day Division)
Meghera Lynne Bunch

JOSEPH F. FLUBACHER AWARD
(Outstanding Leadership, Day Division)
Mohamed Magdy Abdallah

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AWARD
(Academic Excellence and Service)
Rebecca Amoako-Atta

JOHN J. MCSHAIN AWARD
(Public Welfare, Day Division)
Destiny Lee Marquez

BROTHER EMERY C. MOLLENHAUER AWARD
(Commitment to Service, Peace, and Justice)
Molly Ann Mahon

FEMALE SCHOLAR ATHLETE
Emily M. Fenton

MALE SCHOLAR ATHLETE
Joseph Farrell
Joseph Eugene Ravert

STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD
Kendra Lynn Heyer

W.W. SMITH CHARITABLE TRUST SCHOLARSHIP
Brianna Christine Kakareka
Meghan Longshore
Karen Machin
Rebecca Elizabeth Polisi
Samson Thomas Sam
Ramata Samasa
James C. Schuck
Desiree Zirkel
Notes on Academic Dress

The history of academic dress begins in the early days of the oldest universities. A statute of 1321 required all “Doctors, Licentiates, and Bachelors” of the University of Coimbra to wear gowns. In England during the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain colleges forbade “excess in apparel” and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. Gowns may have been considered necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings used by medieval scholars. Hoods may have served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skullcap. The cap was later displaced by a headdress similar to ones now recognized as “academic.” European institutions continue to show great diversity in their specifications of academic dress. However, when American colleges and universities adopted a system of academic apparel a half-century ago, a code was devised for all to follow.

Gowns—The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, with the sleeve base hanging down in the traditional manner. The rear part of the sleeve’s oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. It may be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctor’s degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn open or closed. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor’s may be faced on the front with black or colored velvet and with three bars of the same across the sleeves. If color is used, it is the color distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains, and it matches the edging or binding of the hood.

Hoods—Hoods are lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the hood is the color indicative of the subject to which the degree pertains, except that the doctor’s cap may have its tassel of gold thread.

Caps—Mortarboards are generally worn as part of the academic costume. The long tassel fastened to the middle point of the cap’s top is either black or the color appropriate to the subject. It is customary for degree candidates to wear the tassels on the right front side before degrees are conferred and to shift them to the left when the degrees are awarded. This custom is in some respects a substitute for individual hooding.

For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors’ gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Accountancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Russet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oratory (Speech)</td>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Olive Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Science</td>
<td>Gray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
